Gödel's universe L of constructible sets has many attractive features. It has a definable wellordering (a strong form of AC) and satisfies not only the generalised continuum hypothesis (GCH), but also strong combinatorial principles such as Jensen's ♦, 2 and Morass (see [6] ). In this sense, the theory ZFC + V = L is mathematically strong.
However many interesting set-theoretic statements imply the consistency of ZFC, whereas V = L does not. In this sense, the theory ZFC + V = L is consistency weak.
For this reason it is common in set theory to assume at least the existence of inner models of V which contain large cardinals (inaccessible, measurable, strong, Woodin, superstrong and beyond). ZFC + large cardinals is consistency strong, in the sense that for an abundance of set-theoretic statements ϕ (not known to be inconsistent), we have Con(ZFC + LC) → Con(ZFC + ϕ)
for some large cardinal axiom LC. And in many cases, we have Con(ZFC + LC + ) → Con(ZFC + ϕ) → Con(ZFC + LC)
where LC + is a large cardinal axiom only slightly stronger than the large cardinal axiom LC.
In this article we pose the following questions.
Q1. Can we combine the mathematical power of V = L with the consistency power of large cardinals?
Q2. Are large cardinals relevant solely for the calibration of consistency strengths, or do they follow from basic logical principles?
Below are some positive answers.
Q1: Large cardinals and L-like models
There are two approaches to obtaining L-like models with large cardinals. The first is via the Inner model program. Show that any universe with large cardinals has an L-like inner model with large cardinals.
Among the important contributors to this program are Gödel, Silver, Dodd, Jensen, Mitchell, Steel and Neeman (see [1, 8, 9, 10] ). We provide a hint of this work by way of several examples.
Example 1: Inaccessible cardinals
Obtaining an L-like inner model with an inaccessible is easy: If κ is inaccessible, then L κ inaccessible, and L is obviously L-like!
Example 2: Measurable cardinals
Recall that the concept of measurable cardinal can be defined in terms of elementary embeddings. We write j : V → M to mean that j is an elementary embedding from the universe (V, ∈) into an inner model (M, ∈) and j is not the identity. Associated to j is its critical point κ, the least ordinal κ such that j(κ) = κ (in fact, j(κ) must be greater than κ). A cardinal is measurable iff it is the critical point of some j : V → M.
We can no longer use L as our desired L-like inner model, as in L there are no measurable cardinals (a theorem of Scott). So what form should our inner model take? It will be an inner model which results from L through the addition of additional predicates, in the following way.
To obtain an L-like inner model with a measurable cardinal, the idea is to approximate the class embedding j : V → M with embeddings E λ between sets.
Theorem 1 Suppose that there is a measurable cardinal. Then there exists E = (E α | α ∈ Ord) such that:
Property 3 gives a definable wellordering and property 4 implies GCH.
Theorem 1 has been generalised after great effort to stronger large cardinal properties (see [8, 9, 10, 11] ).
Why is the Inner Model Program so difficult? The verification of L-like properties often turns on the following principle.
The only known technique for doing this is the comparison method, which we now describe.
Where do these embeddings come from?
There is a canonical extension of F β to an embedding F *
Thus the chains
are obtained by taking iterated ultrapowers.
We now come to the key question: IsM iterable, i.e., are the models
If so, comparison works and Condensation can be proved! Iterability problem. Show that there are iterable structures M = (L E α , ∈, E α ) which contain large cardinals.
This has been solved up to a Woodin limit of Woodin cardinals (see [9] ) and therefore there are L-like models with such cardinals. However it appears to be very difficult to go further.
Remark. We have greatly oversimplified the situation, for the sake of clarity. In fact, the degree of elementarity of these embeddings is a subtle issue, the extension F * β of F β may have domain smaller than L F α and moreoverM i+1 may result by taking an ultrapower of someM j where j is less than i! This leads to "fine-structural" iterations on an "iteration tree". Such iterations are necessary for a theory of inner models for Woodin cardinals, where the serious problems with iterability begin.
We now turn to the second approach to obtaining L-like models with large cardinals, via the Outer model program. Show that any model with large cardinals has an L-like outer model with large cardinals.
We should clarify what is meant here by "outer model". We regard the universe V as a countable transitive model of GB (Gödel-Bernays class theory). Then an outer model of V is a countable transitive model of GB with the same ordinals as V which contains all the sets and classes of V . Using the method of forcing, V has many outer models, as it is easy to find generic sets or classes over countable models. 
L[A] ♦, 2 and (gap 1) Morass.
As before, property 3 gives a definable wellordering and property 4 gives GCH.
Superstrong cardinals are much larger than Woodin cardinals. They are defined as follows.
Suppose j : V → M. Recall that the critical point of j is the least ordinal κ such that j(κ) = κ. Let κ denote the critical point of j. j is α-strong iff V α ⊆ M. Superstrong means j(κ)-strong. Hyperstrong means j(κ) + 1-strong. n-superstrong means j n (κ)-strong. ω-superstrong means j ω (κ)-strong, where j ω (κ) is the supremum of the j n (κ). j ω (κ) + 1-strong is inconsistent! (See [7] .)
Thus ω-superstrength is at the edge of inconsistency.
The above definitions refer to the embedding j. We say that a cardinal κ is superstrong, hyperstrong, etc. iff it is the critical point of an embedding j with the corresponding property.
A surprising fact is that Jensen's L-like principle 2 fails if κ is hyperstrong (see [4] ). However, we do have:
Theorem 3 With 2 omitted, Theorem 2 holds for ω-superstrong.
Therefore it appears that the property of being L-like is consistent with superstrong cardinals and of being L-like without 2 is consistent with all large cardinals.
Q2: The inner model hypothesis
We now show that elementary considerations regarding the notion of consistency lead to the existence of inner models for large cardinals.
As ZFC is incomplete, there are set-theoretic statements (i.e., sentences in the language of ZFC) which, though not provable in ZFC, are nevertheless consistent with ZFC. But some statements are more consistent than others. To illustrate this, as before we regard the universe V as a countable transitive model of Gödel-Bernays class theory GB. A proper class model is a transitive GB model with the same ordinals as V . If M and N are proper class models then M is an inner model of N iff N has all of the sets an classes of M and is an outer model of N iff N is an inner model of M. M and N are compatible iff they have a common outer model.
Definition. A statement is
i. consistent with the ordinals iff it holds in some proper class model. ii. consistent with V iff it holds in some model compatible with V . iii. internally consistent iff it holds in some inner model of V . iv. externally consistent iff it holds in some outer model of V .
Here are some examples.
1. CH is internally consistent, as it holds in L, and externally consistent, as it can be forced. 2. The negation of CH is externally consistent, as it can be forced. 3. Con ZFC holds in all proper class models of ZFC and therefore its negation, though consistent with ZFC, is not consistent with the ordinals. 4. There are statements which are consistent with the ordinals but not internally consistent: For each ordinal α that is singular in L, let (β(α), n(α)) be the lexicographically least pair (β, n) so that α is Σ n+1 (L β ) singular. Then the sentences "n(κ) is even for every limit cardinal κ" and "n(κ) is odd for every limit cardinal κ" are both consistent with the ordinals, but they cannot both be internally consistent (see [2] ).
If 0
# exists then there are statements which are consistent with the ordinals but not consistent with V . An example is "every limit cardinal is singular in L".
Completeness for the notion of consistency
If we enlarge V then it is possible that fewer statements are consistent with V , more statements are internally consistent and fewer statements are externally consistent.
Definition. V is i. complete for consistency iff any statement consistent with V is consistent with all outer models of V . ii. complete for internal consistency iff any statement true in an inner model of some outer model of V is already true in an inner model of V . iii. complete for external consistency iff any statement true in an outer model of V is true in an outer model of any outer model of V .
Completeness for internal consistency is also known as the inner model hypothesis (IMH) (see [3] ). In what follows we focus on the IMH; there are similar results for the notion of completeness for external consistency.
Proposition 4 The IMH implies that V is complete for consistency.
Proof. Suppose that V is complete for internal consistency. If the statement S is consistent with V then it holds in a model compatible with V , i.e., in an inner model of some outer model of V . As V is complete for internal consistency, S holds in an inner model of V , and therefore is consistent with all outer models of V . 
The strong inner model hypothesis
We conclude with a brief discussion of the strong inner model hypothesis (SIMH), a strengthening of the inner model hypothesis in which parameters are allowed. I should emphasize that no consistency proof for the SIMH from large cardinals is known, so this final section should for now be regarded as (hopefully tantalising) speculation.
The inner model hypothesis with arbitrary ordinal parameters or with arbitrary real parameters is inconsistent. To obtain a possibly consistent principle, we restrict to extensions of the universe which respect the definability and cardinality of the parameters mentioned, in the following sense.
The hereditary cardinality of a set is the cardinality of its transitive closure. We denote the hereditary cardinality of x by hcard(x). Now we say that the parameter p is absolute iff there is a parameter-free formula which has p as its unique solution not only in V , but also in all outer models of V with the same cardinals as V up to hcard(p).
Strong inner model hypothesis (SIMH). Suppose that p is absolute, V
* is an outer model of V with the same cardinals up to hcard(p) as V and ϕ is a sentence with parameter p which holds in an inner model of V * . Then ϕ holds in an inner model of V .
If consistent, the SIMH is especially interesting, as in addition to the consequences of IMH, it provides a solution to the continuum problem: It is known that the SIMH has the consistency strength of at least that of a strong cardinal, but as I have emphasized, its consistency from large cardinals remains an interesting open question.
Gödel
I end with a relevant quote from Gödel. Referring to maximum principles in set theory, he said the following: I believe that the basic problems of abstract set theory, such as Cantor's continuum problem, will be solved satisfactorily only with the help of axioms of this kind.
I think that Gödel would have liked the inner model hypothesis. And he would have especially liked its stronger version . . . if consistent!
